
 
 

 
 
 
 

Dates for cooking classes 2021_2022 

 
  
13thSeptember Baden and Alsatian specialties. 220,-  
 
14thSeptember Variations of the Farmduck. 220,- 
 
11thOctober Preparing game dishes 220,- 
 
12th October  Gin and Food.  250,- 
 Creations with gin, oyster, 
 Pulpo, tuna belly and lamb combined with gin cocktails.  
 
 
8thNovember  Light cuisine 210,- 

 

 1. Mildly smoked char on lime cream. 
 2. Fried St. James scallops on mango and coriander. 
 3. Herbed corn poulard breast on celery cream. 

4. Coffee granite and manderine sorbet with almond foam.  
 
 

 
9thNovember Opulent cuisine        210,- 

 

1. Calf's head and tongue from the broth,  

pressed potatoes, watercress and sauce Ravigot. 

 

2. Casuolette of pork belly, 

sausages and winter vegetables. 

 

3. Stuffed peasant duck drake from the tube  

on mugwort jus on caramelized red cabbage. 

 

4. Lukewarm oven-slipper with kletzen and  

cranberries on vanilla sauce and sour cream ice cream.  

     

 



 
 

 
 
 
 

7thDecember Training for a Christmas menu     250,- 

1. Goose liver in sweet wine jelly 

2. Half lobster in artichoke stock 

3. Pink cooked prime rib with Foyot sauce      

 

 

Dates for cooking classes 2022 

 

 
14thFebruary  Precious fish and winter vegetables      250,-

   
14thMarch Büsum Crabs, Carabiner and Lobster 

 with the spring morel mushrooms,  

 wild garlic and the best advice on herbs     300,-

   
15thMarch Fitness and vitality in spring       210,-

  

 

 

Our sophisticated Traube Tonbach cookery school organises regular cooking classes on select 

culinary themes. The class price includes the wine pairing, beverages, all documents and recipes, 

and an exclusive Traube Tonbach logo chef’s apron. The courses can only be offered to groups 

of six people or more. For a group of eight or more, we are happy to arrange a course on the 

themes and dates you wish. We charge an extra 40.- for day classes for guests not staying at the 

hotel. If you cancel a reservation at short notice (fewer than 14 days before the course is 

scheduled to begin), we are forced to send out a cancellation bill (80% of the contractually 

agreed price for participation) unless we are able to fill the place e in the course for the period in 

question. This also applies if you change your booking to a later time and subsequently cancel. 

Registrations are made through our reservation department at +49 7442 492 665 or per email 

at reservations@traube-tonbach.de 

mailto:tischreservierung@traube-tonbach.de

